
Beggar’s Sword Invented by Hogan 

 

History: 

The sword began its history as a normal, though heavy magical endowed sword without any intelligence to show. It was 

created by a warlike and haughty fighter/mage who took the steps to create the powerful sword in order to bring him the 

upper hand in his ever going quest for gold and glory. 

Unfortunately, the mage tried to make a tool that was beyond his skills. A mistake in the last part of the rituals of 

creation caused a physic explosion that disintegrated the mage and let his personality become absorbed by the sword. 

For years he lay in a state of semi-sentience in his secret underground lab while he slowly gained more control over the 

unfinished magic of the sword. Finally, after more than a decade, the laboratory was found by a group of adventurers. 

However, the magical and still active defences of the lab forced them to flee shortly after they had gained entrance, but 

in the escape the thief of the group managed to grab the sword in the passing. 

Returning to the surface, the group almost immediately ran into the cityguards who had an old score to settle with the 

group. The thief fled the encounter, but was instead shortly after captured by the watch. Before that, he tossed the semi-

sentient sword away, considering it to bulky and not worth to take along and hinder his escape. The sword was later 

found among the garbage of the street by a forlorn but noble character, Trulkan the Beggar, who took it, intending to 

pawn the rusty sword for a few coppers. 

In the hands of Trulkan, the mage, whom finally mastered the mental powers of the sword, came in contact with a mind 

not obtained with lust for gold or power, but for sheer survival. Using his powers, the mage took mental contact with the 

beggar, and, using both threats and promising reward, he convinced Trulkan to take him on a quest in order to release 

him from the sword and restore his body and mind. 

For years the couple adventured, seeking magical aid and forgotten secrets. Along the way, the developed quite a team 

with the mage lending the strength of the sword in battle, and Trulkan handling the outer part of the investigation, 

negotiating his way through the underground of the cities among beggars and swindlers alike. 

In the end, their search brought them to a forgotten stronghold, were the only example of an old and unique magical 

Netherese device was stored. Under the guidance of the mage, Trulkan activated the device, and at the cost of a great 

deal of his life-essence, the wizard was released to a bodily existence. At that time, the pair was set upon by old enemies 

of the wizard who had tracked them for years to settle an old score of their own. In a titanic battle, the beggar fought with 

the now low-magic sword and his meager skills to protect the wizard. In the end they triumphed, but the wizard was 

dying and Trulkan was badly hurt on the brink of dead. During the travels, the mage has learned a lot about the ways 

friendships and honours among the downtrodden of the world, and he had been impressed. Those who had little or 

nothing had been in possession of a will to survival that he would never be able to achieve, and the beggar had defended 

him even if he had nothing to gain. With this knowledge the mage realized that he never would be whole again, and with 

his last reserve of magic, he once again entered the sword, this time letting his being merge completely with its magic, 

creating a unique weapon and gifting it with a personality based on his own and newly gained knowledge. 

The sword became the Beggars Friend, to never be used by those with worldly possessions. As its first act it healed 

Trulkan and brought him back from the brink of dead, gifting him with the knowledge of its creation, and the last 

farewell from the wizards original consciousness. 

Afterwards, Trulkan raided the now empty stronghold and found valuables that made him a rich man. He followed the 

mage’s wish and passed the sword on to the first poor man he met. 

Since then, the sword has helped many a poor man find his fame and glory, but has also caused the downfall of quite a 

few persons that became too greedy and tried to hold on to it even after they had achieved their share of wealth. 

 

Appearance: 

A permanent spell is cast on the sword that always make it look like it is rusty, blunt and of an inadequate workmanship, 

despite the fact that it has a razor sharp edge and of an extremely fine quality. 

Should the magical illusion be dispelled for a period or time, or a spell of True Seeing is used, the swords real 

appearance will become obvious.  When seen like this, the sword is made of Dwarven steel, tempered and hardened to an 

unknown degree and magically imbued with powerful enchantments. No notch or crack can and will ever be spotted. 

The blade has a golden cast to itself, while the handle is of pure silver with 4 small emeralds around the hilt. Ancient 

runes of power trail its name: ”Beggars Friend” along the centre of the sword. 

Off course, few ever see this splendor, as the sword’s illusions always will disguise it as an inferior weapon, a weapon 

more suited to a penniless beggar than a noble warrior. 

 

Alignment: 

The sword is of a Neutral Good alignment, but will accept the hand of persons of all alignments, as long as they belong 

to the poor and downtrodden class. The sword will however, refuse to take part in any actions that are based purely on 

evil or greed. 



Intelligence: 
The merging of the mage’s identity with that of the sword, created a sentient weapon with an intelligence of 14 (high). 

The swords ego is considered to be 15, which gives the sword a personality score of 29! This is more than enough to 

press decision through when the sword is not satisfied with the actions of its wielder. 

The sword can communicate mentally with any living and intelligent being, as long as it is considered the rightful owner 

of the sword… by the sword itself. 

 

Personality: 

The sword’s personality, remains of the creators own in his last days, is that of a noble being, a trifle haughty sometimes, 

but whose immortal life is dedicated to bringing the poor and downtrodden forward in society. 

Anyone wielding the sword and does not fit (or more right, down) to the standards of the sword, will receive the sword’s 

wrath by having every one of its power turned against them. 

The sword is up to a talk with is wielder, always trying to give good advice, pressing the wielder forward to what the 

sword consider his or hers right, a better life. As soon as the wielder has received this, the sword looses interest and 

demands to be brought to another poor beggar it can help. 

 

Powers: 

The Beggar’s Sword is basically a Long Sword +4, dealing an additional 50% damage (not counting magical bonuses) 

against creatures with either natural magical abilities or spell use (not counting those making use of godly prayers). 

For as long as the sword is in the hand of its wielder, it will also let him gain the benefit of having the saving throws of a 

12
th

 level Wizard, unless his own is already better. 

 

For as long as the sword is in contact (either in scabbard, belt or hand) with its wielder, the following powers are 

considered active: 

 

o Resist Fire & Cold, as 2
nd

 level priest spell. 

o Protective Aura, as per spell, bettering its wielders AC by 2. 

o Missile Deflection, as per spell, but permanent. Consider 12
th

 level caster and the sword itself is used. 

 

The following powers can be activated wither by mental command of the sword wielder (must be wielded to do so) or by 

the sword itself. A disagreement causes an immediate call for a will-check. 

 

o Locate Treasure once a day. 

o Cure Serious Wounds, wielder or another creature chosen by the sword or its wielder, thrice a day. 

 

Drawbacks: 

The sword is only usable by a person with no worldly possessions but the sword itself. The sword is intelligent enough to 

know whenever a person really is poor, or just pretending to be. Hence “lending” other people your possessions while 

you make use of the sword, is not going to work. Not sharing any found valuables and then having other people “pay for 

you” isn’t an easy option too. 

If the owner ever comes into possession of valuables worth more than 100 gp., he must immediately give the sword away 

to another person without any riches or worldly possessions, or suffer the consequences. 

The sword must be given and received freely as it will not allow itself to be neither borrowed nor thrown away on 

purpose. If the sword is not given away, every power of the sword will be reversed. 

Under such circumstances, the sword will work as a –4 weapon if used. The powers of Protective Aura and Endure Heat 

& Cold will be reversed, and the sword will alter its wielders appearance to always give him away at his worst side. 

 


